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Abstract: This article reports an archival investigation of the history of a rare visual arts 
education documentary film produced in 1960, under the auspices of the Australian 
UNESCO Committee for the Visual Arts. ‘Approach to Art Teaching’, was intended to 
showcase the development of innovative curriculum policies in New South Wales (NSW) art 
education. Included in UNESCO’s commitment to sponsoring arts education internationally, 
the film was exhibited in several countries. The paper comments on a debate that led to the 
film’s producers being dubbed ‘methodists’ in relation to the perception that the film 
advocated an interventionist model of art teaching. The paper analyses the film as an 
artefact of changes to the conceptualisation of NSW art education in the early 1960s. 

  

Introduction 

In 1960-61 the Film Division of the Australian Commonwealth Department of the Interior 
produced an eighteen-minute documentary, recorded on 35-millimetre colour film and 
entitled ‘Approach to Art Teaching’. The film purports to describe a method of teaching art to 
children in schools administered by the Department of Education of the government of the 
Australian state of New South Wales. Historical documents associated with the production of 
this documentary reveal the parameters of a divisive and controversial debate in art 
educational theory and practice, which bear resonance even in today’s seemingly distant 
context. This debate relates to the nature of creativity, free expression, and the functions of 
the art teacher as an educator, guide, observer or participant in a student’s progress in 
learning about art. The question of the degree to which an art teacher should encroach upon 
what has long been considered the private mental space of a developing child, proved in the 
mid 1960s to be a lightning rod, provoking a moment of outrage and dissidence in art 
education. 

The article reports archival evidence of the film and indicates its significance as an artefact 
of a specific historical debate. The film depicts the activities of three age-groups, 
commencing with kindergarten children engaged in finger-painting, followed by more 
detailed scenes of children in two different elementary schools learning to draw and paint 
action figures. One of these scenes was shot in a rural village school, where the local police 
constable is asked to pose for the class in the act of taking off his hat. The longest sequence 
of the film features a secondary school girls’ class from a metropolitan high school in 
Sydney, the capital of New South Wales. Here the art teacher is "Mrs Lawson", whose 
lesson requires the girls to paint a picture from memory of a visit to the dentist. Mrs 
Lawson’s narration reveals that the resulting class discussion and painting exercise aims to 
engage the class in "expression" and to develop an artistic vocabulary they can draw upon, 
both for their appreciation of work by other artists and for their own work. They are guided 
toward aesthetic composition, but are free to express their own ideas. 



The debate which the film aroused was generated in relation to conflicting perceptions of the 
meaning of ‘free expression’, and was particularly focused on whether the teaching methods 
represented by "Mrs Lawson" constituted an infringement on the creativity of her students. 
The argument presented here focuses on the evidence that different sections of the wider art 
education community understood the nature of art teaching in differing and sometimes 
contradictory ways. The article focuses on reporting the circumstances within which the 
documentary was initially made, so as to contextualise the evidence about the intentions of 
its producers. The article goes on to explain how the film was received by art educators, and 
indicates that the producer’s intentions were obscured beneath perceptions of "Mrs 
Lawson’s" approach to art teaching. The evidence of the debate about the film shows that 
specific concepts relating to the meaning and function of art teaching reflected different 
assumptions about the creativity of art students. 

Historical Background 

These different sections of the art education community came together in an art education 
seminar sponsored by the Australian UNESCO committee, held in the Australian national 
capital city, Canberra in May 1963. The organisation of this conference included a screening 
of ‘Approach to Art Teaching’, due to the involvement of senior Australian art educators in 
UNESCO’s production of the film. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) is an arm of the United Nations (UN) which provided financial 
sponsorship to member countries particularly during the late 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. 
UNESCO took a special interest in supporting projects designed to implement Western 
educational methods in the ‘Third World’ as well as in post-war Europe. For instance, in 
1948 UNESCO promoted an investigation into the "use of mobile film projectors for all forms 
of fundamental education throughout the world, with a particular emphasis upon areas 
where literacy is low" (UNESCO, 1948). 

UNESCO’s adoption of documentary film as an educational medium reflects the influence of 
cinema for the renovation of textual forms specific to schooling. One result of this influence 
saw screen-images combined with conventional classroom textual devices such as books 
and blackboards. As a form of text, the screen assumed functions that replicated those of 
the teacher (McRobbie, 1981). Historians of documentary film such as Barsam (1974) have 
further acknowledged the widespread use of film by UNESCO for the training of "backward 
peoples" (Barsam 1974, p. 13). In the present case, there is a distinction between the 
purpose of ‘Approach to Art Teaching’ as an instructional device in various UN member 
states, and it’s function as a contribution to art educational discourse – provoking argument 
and debate about the values it espoused. 

In promoting UNESCO’s programs, the Australian National Advisory Committee for 
UNESCO established twelve specialist committees to supervise the administration of 
"educational, scientific and cultural activities and mass communication", one of which was 
designated for Visual Arts (Gorton, 1963). The committee’s work was coordinated in relation 
to UNESCO’s wider international commitment to cultural and artistic activities, which led to 
the first International Seminar on the Teaching of Visual Arts in Education held in Bristol in 
1951. Others that followed included a Seminar on Art Education held in Melbourne in June 
1954, and the Seminar on Art Education held in Canberra in 1963. 

In the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s, the Australian UNESCO Committee for the 
Visual Arts was chaired by John Dabron, who was the Inspector-of-Schools for Art within the 
New South Wales Department of Education between 1945 and 1972 (Dabron, 1972). 
Dabron chaired the first Art Syllabus Committee in NSW, drawing teachers and artists from 
various educational sectors to restructure the art curriculum during the 1960s. The inspector 
was typically responsible for writing and supervising examinations (Peers, 2000). Dabron’s 



position in the Visual Arts Committee dates to the 1954 conference, one of the results of 
which was the publication of a book entitled Education Through Art in Australia (Smith, 
1958). Some members of the Australian UNESCO Committee for the Visual Arts, specifically 
John Dabron, Bernard Smith, and Hal Missingham, each of whom contributed to the book, 
were designated as a sub-committee in 1958, charged with the responsibility of organising 
the production of a documentary film on Australian art education. 

Conceiving the aims of the documentary 

The 1958 General Conference of UNESCO approved a proposal to assist member states in 
the production of films "as a medium for education in art and the teaching of art" (UNESCO, 
1958). The implementation of this proposal commenced in 1958 when Dabron contacted the 
Secretary of the Australian National Advisory Committee for UNESCO, H. K. Coughlan, and 
described possible classroom scenes that could be depicted (Coughlan, 1958). Coughlan 
wrote to the Film Division of the Department of the Interior, noting his conversation with 
Dabron, and explaining that "the film would be aimed at teachers both in this country and 
overseas" (Coughlan, 1958). A report to the Australian National Advisory Committee for 
UNESCO described a planning meeting convened at the Commonwealth Office of Education 
in Sydney in October 1959, and attended by John Dabron and Bernard Smith, a lecturer in 
Fine Arts at the University of Melbourne (Australian National Advisory Committee for 
UNESCO, 1959). Dabron and Smith were joined by a film producer with the Film Division of 
the Department of the Interior, Malcolm Otton. The report of this meeting declares that the 
central theme of the proposed film should be 

the purpose of art teaching – i.e. preserving and training in the child creative 
activity. From another point of view, this theme is therefore the problem of the 
growing child in a technological age, where entertainment is passively 
received rather than created by the individual (Australian National Advisory 
Committee for UNESCO, 1959). 

Art teaching is represented here in terms of an assumption that creativity must be 
‘preserved’ as well as ‘trained’. ‘Preservation’ describes the teacher’s duty to maintain the 
student’s abilities, aptitudes or inherent creative gifts. The responsibility for training the 
direction of such abilities or gifts also logically falls to the art teacher. The sub-committee’s 
decision to focus on a concept of art teaching is given further substance in statements 
contained in a minute to the Australian National Advisory Committee for UNESCO dating to 
August 1959. The minute suggested that the film should show 

a teacher (or perhaps up to three teachers) carrying out a teaching exercise, 
and the children at work. The film should be accompanied by some 
commentary explaining techniques being used, and might treat three major 
activities in art education…the film would be aimed at teachers both in 
Australia and overseas, and other institutions where it could reach teachers 
and teacher trainees (Australian National Advisory Committee for UNESCO, 
1959). 

The general aim of the film production is the dissemination of specific representations of art 
teaching for the purpose of "stimulating" discourse and debate about art teaching, amongst 
art educators both in Australia and internationally. The earliest proposals for ‘Approach to Art 
Teaching’ envisaged various Australian state education systems providing classroom 
locations for the purpose of shooting the documentary. However the Commonwealth 
government reacted by threatening to abandon the production completely because of the 
costs associated with such an extensive shooting schedule (Allan, 1959). The sub-
committee led by John Dabron reassured the Film Division that all of the filming could take 



place "in and around Sydney, using five or six schools to show the various age-groups of 
children" (Otton, 1959). In a memorandum from the film’s producer, Malcolm Otton, to the 
Head of the Film Division, Eric Thompson, Otton indicates that the Australian UNESCO 
Committee for the Visual Arts had "altered its ideas on the content of the film" since the 
proposal was initially placed before the government. 

They now feel that it should deal less with the actual techniques of art-
teaching, and more with general theme [sic] of children being encouraged 
and guided in self-expression through the various branches of art activity 
(Otton, 1959). 

The reference to "actual techniques of art-teaching" refers to earlier proposals that had 
included the possibility of depicting scenes at the teacher-training college. This type of detail 
was revised along with the proposal to include the breadth of various systemic formations in 
art education that could have been represented by shooting the documentary in states other 
than New South Wales. The question of methods or techniques utilised by art educators was 
thereby submerged within the "general theme" of encouraging and guiding an art student’s 
self-expression. 

The intentions behind ‘Approach to Art Teaching’ 

Although the ‘general theme’ of art teaching as the encouragement and guidance of self-
expression in children was credited to the aims of the sub-committee, the scripting and 
direction of the film production were not organised solely by the Australian UNESCO 
Committee for the Visual Arts. The Head of the Film Division, Eric Thompson, wrote the first 
script ‘treatment’ in November 1959 (Thompson, 1959). Many of the images that ultimately 
appear in the documentary originated through collaboration between the sub-committee and 
the Film Division. Authorship for specific details of the script cannot be easily attributed to 
either party, since descriptions which appear in this document by Eric Thompson, are 
replicated in other texts written by John Dabron. 

For instance, the film opens with a series of very young children placed in front of easels in 
the open air, applying paint to paper with their hands, and the narration declaring: 

Give them paints and paper and children are happy. They enjoy expressing 
their feelings and they do it with confidence. In their paintings children show a 
tremendous variety of feeling, vigour, excitement, often delicacy, tenderness. 
To guide the growing childs mind along creative channels, without losing this 
freshness and fluency is the most important aim for art teachers in the 
schools of NSW. 

In the ‘treatment’ written in early November 1959 which outlined the original proposals for 
the documentary, Thompson similarly refers to "a strong instinctive urge in all young children 
to express themselves through some form of art" and notes that "all too often this urge fades 
away from lack of encouragement at home or from uninspired teaching at school" 
(Thompson, 1959). In an article written by Dabron for the UNESCO Information Circular in 
1961, in which he explains the aims of the film, Dabron also refers to the difficulties children 
may face in levels of encouragement and inspiration. 

A generation or so ago children were obliged to attempt to make things look 
like things…in this system there were two kinds of unhappy people, the 
teacher who could not draw anyway and his little soulmates who could not do 
it either – they took to the drawing lesson like cats to water. They were 



perhaps excused because "Ah! you have got to have the gift you know" 
(Dabron, 1961). 

Dabron’s account of an ‘unhappy’ art classroom attributes most of the unhappiness to the 
absence of encouragement and direction for the ‘creative urge’. Dabron himself accepted 
that a child should "be encouraged to bring their pictures to life mainly under their own 
steam" (Dabron, 1961). The level of detailed commentary on the general aims of a modern 
art curriculum present in Thompson’s script ‘treatment’ suggests that Thompson interpreted 
remarks made to him by Dabron and Smith, in such a way as to permit a focus on a child’s 
artistic accomplishments. Thompson writes: 

The aim of art teaching in Australian schools is to accommodate and develop 
the creative drive in children…Many parents do not realise how easy and 
fruitful it is to encourage their children to enjoy art…one of the most important 
themes taught in Australian schools is that art is inseparable from life, and 
that the two intermingle on many levels and in many patterns (Thompson, 
1959). 

Again, a comparison of these remarks with others made by Dabron in his 1961 article, 
reveals a continuing pattern. Dabron argues that the film functions to show the enthusiasm 
of a "dedicated band" of art teachers for the role their subject plays "as an all important 
agent for developing the individual so that he takes his place well in society, a happier, richer 
and better adjusted person than he otherwise might be" (Dabron, 1961, p. 1-2). These points 
reveal a concern about the marginalisation of art as an aspect of the school curriculum, 
owing to perceptions that artistic accomplishments can really only be attained by individuals 
who can manifest special talent for the subject. 

The evidence that the staff of the Film Division took considerable notice of arguments 
proffered by members of the sub-committee is also found in a hand-written note attributed to 
Malcolm Otton, in which Otton refers to Bernard Smith’s anthology on art education in 
Australia (Otton, n.d.; Smith, 1958). Otton distinguishes between the approaches to art 
teaching pursued in different school systems. The text of this note states in part "Other 
countries [are] more concerned with [the] picture being visually correct. NSW gives more 
guidance but paradoxically is freer" (Otton, n.d.). To instantiate the NSW approach, the film 
features a scene of elementary school children in a rural village school that shows the 
teacher organising students to depict a running figure. The teacher gathers the class around 
one boy who poses with bent limbs. In his notes Otton describes a similar instructional 
device wherein students would depict a "bent elbow or knee" and notes: 

Don’t believe in free expression – set them a problem to work out – but still 
free to do it how they like in their own way – otherwise it is just splashing 
around without value (Otton, n.d.). 

A question at the centre of these statements pertains to ‘freedom’, and the degrees to which 
it is either encouraged or circumscribed. The ‘value’ of either approach is interpreted as 
depending specifically on the assumption that children present with abilities, aptitudes and 
creativities that will be shaped and structured variously, according to the type of instructional 
methods that prevail at the scene of the art classroom. 

A ‘method’ of art teaching 

In a 1964 article by the then Professor of Fine Arts at the University of Melbourne, Joseph 
Burke, he reports on the success of the 1963 UNESCO Seminar on Art Education, held in 
Canberra in May 1963, at which ‘Approach to Art Teaching’ was screened. Burke notes that 



while in general this seminar was not fraught by predictable debates between ‘conservatives’ 
and ‘moderns’, "the most spirited controversy centered on the arguments and demonstration 
of a ‘method’ school" (Burke, 1964, p. 6). 

The question of what the anti-methodists perceived as a ‘method’, as it was represented in 
the film, can best be understood in relation to Burke’s suggestion that the film’s critics 
comprised a reforming bloc within the wider art education community (Burke, 1964, p. 7). 
Although the Canberra seminar was attended predominantly by Australian art educators, 
guest speakers included the Canadian scholar Professor Sam Black, as well as the British 
art educationist Sir Herbert Read (Australian National Advisory Committee for UNESCO, 
1963). Burke refers to the ‘anti-methodist’ position as a product of a "reform movement that 
is sweeping the country", and which "had been greatly delayed [in Australia] by comparison 
with many educational authorities in the USA and the United Kingdom" (Burke, 1964, p. 7). 

The tenor of Burke’s comments tends to support later analyses of the history of Australian 
art education, provided by Hammond (1981), Mandelson (1985) and Boughton (1989). For 
instance, Boughton refers to a sequence of three phases in Australian art education, and 
signifies an initial "hand-eye training" period, generated through the colonial influence of the 
British South Kensington system of drawing instruction (Boughton, 1989, p. 198). This period 
is described as being followed by a "creativity phase" emergent in the 1940s and 1950s, 
interpreted by Mandelson (1985, p. 38) and Boughton (1989) as being "largely due to the 
ideas of the Austrian Franz Cizek" (Boughton, 1989, p. 199). 

Attitudes that prevailed in art educational circles during the ‘creativity phase’ provided the 
fuel for attacks upon ‘Approach to Art Teaching’. In the 1960s it was fashionable to criticise 
what was then perceived as an obsolete system of explicit pedagogy that had prevented 
children from developing as naturally creative beings. This interpretation is supported by 
Burke’s description of the ‘anti-methodists’ as "doctrinaire" and revolutionary, in an effort to 
explain their zealous attack on the film’s producers (Burke, 1964, p. 7). With respect to the 
outdated ‘methods’ of teaching art, Burke even describes his own astonishment at arriving in 
Melbourne from Britain in 1947, and confronting what he regarded as an ‘arcane’ remnant of 
the South Kensington system: 

Children were still being taught in many schools to draw ‘correctly’, according 
to the laws of perspective, from models as uninteresting as they were simple; 
and to fill rectangular and circular shapes with floral motives according to 
formulae such as ‘balance, alternation, rhythm, and harmony’ (Burke, 1964, 
p. 7). 

This account of the persistence of South Kensington methods in Australian schools is based 
on a modern perspective, in which rigid and dogmatic adherence to specific ‘methods’ of 
teaching art is considered likely to inhibit certain essential abilities, aptitudes and creativities 
through which art students undertake artistic performances and accomplishments. 
‘Approach to Art Teaching’ was initially received in relation to the values encompassed by 
this perspective. The fear that the art teacher may encroach upon the art student’s naturally 
unfolding creative development prompted many to criticise the film "on the ground that it 
would lead to parrot-like imitation" (Burke, 1964, p. 6). 

Almost immediately after the first key demonstration, the seminar divided 
itself into two groups, with the methodists in a fighting minority. The debate 
had the great merit of highlighting the doctrine, if not the mystique, of non-
interference. On the whole the big-guns were on the side of the anti-
methodists (Burke, 1964, p. 6). 



In this passage Burke attempts to acknowledge the dogmatic nature of the criticism that was 
levelled at the film during the Seminar. He adds that "already some of the statements wore a 
slightly old-fashioned air…some critics wondered whether some of the new presbyters of art 
education were not the old academic priests in a different robe" (Burke, 1964, p. 7). In other 
words, Burke speculates that the ‘anti-methodists’ were in fact guilty of the very rigidity and 
conformism that they sought to eradicate. He argues further: 

For non-interference…can become a sacred cow of art education. The very 
presence of a teacher in the classroom is an interference in the strict sense of 
an intervention. One outstandingly sensitive advocate of the doctrine went so 
far as to say that he, himself, would never tell a child to touch a gum tree or 
smell its leaves before drawing gum trees or including them in an imaginary 
picture (Burke, 1964, p. 6). 

This evidence is used here to interpret the most crucial aspects of the controversy 
surrounding the documentary. In particular, it draws attention to the value that is associated 
with the art teacher’s function, based on an assessment of decisions to refrain from any form 
of active guidance that might be interpreted as an ‘interference’ in a natural learning 
process. The value of this abstinence is generated specifically in relation to a separate, 
presumed value for a child’s potential artistic accomplishment. 

Portraying a ‘method’ of art teaching 

‘Approach to Art Teaching’ does not constitute an attack on child art, or on concepts of 
creative freedom in the art of children. On the contrary, the content of the film could even be 
interpreted as a celebration of the values espoused by the ‘anti-methodists’. Fears about the 
likelihood of "imitation" or of a pre-occupation with ‘correctness’ and accuracy are dispelled 
by elements of the film’s narration that explicitly describe the aims that underpin the NSW 
‘method’: 

In infant classes, we give the children simple problems that stimulate their 
powers of observation. The subject of today’s lesson is ‘Our Policeman 
picking up his hat’. "Look carefully now, where does his back come 
Deborah?" "Up at the top of the picture"…In this way…we help children to 
observe essentials and their relationships…We don’t look for perfect 
accuracy, but working with a subject in mind keeps the children’s pictures in 
touch with reality. 

The ‘anti-methodist’ criticism pertained to the documentary’s main sequence in which a 
secondary school art classroom is depicted. "Mrs Lawson’s" energetic organisation of the 
student’s activities was seen as promoting the art teacher’s responsibility for and control 
over the variety of artistic performances that are achieved in the conduct of the lesson. This 
interpretation is based on the divergence between the film’s depiction of the art teacher "Mrs 
Lawson", and the "doctrine" of non-interference, as Burke describes it in his report on the 
seminar. 

The risk of "parrot-like imitation" (Burke, 1964, p. 6) is generated in relation to Mrs Lawson’s 
regular and pro-active articulation of instructions to a class of teenage girls. The possibility 
that art teachers in different countries might be encouraged to follow Mrs Lawson’s example 
led to this accusation. Having announced that the topic of "today’s lesson" was the painted 
representation of "Myself in the Dentist’s Chair", Mrs Lawson goes on to systematically 
structure events in the lesson and the nature of student participation. For instance, her 
dialogue initially includes an address to the class: 



Well, everyone must have had some experience in this situation, but I want 
someone who has very vivid memories of a particular visit to see if she can 
come and describe them for us: who could do that, Janet would you? 

Janet try using a line on the board to help you, ah, something like a graph of 
your heartbeats as you went through this experience. 

The depiction of Mrs Lawson advising Janet how she should go about describing her own 
experience in visual form, is in striking contrast to Burke’s account of an "outstandingly 
sensitive advocate" of anti-methodism, who declared such instructions anathema with his 
refusal to "tell" a child how to go about preparing for the task of representing a gum tree or 
its leaves (Burke, 1964, p. 6). 

Yet the most important issue arising from this evidence is that the controversy is generated 
entirely in relation to varying interpretations of the art teacher’s function. Since the 
parameters of an educative relationship between art teacher and art student are 
underpinned in each of the two cases canvassed above by an aim to foster creativity and 
powers of self-expression among students, the conflict between them must arise precisely in 
relation to the interpretation of how that should occur. 

The ‘creative freedom’ controversy 

The general direction of the 1963 critique of ‘Approach to Art Teaching’ was that ‘methodism’ 
could jeopardise systematic efforts by a reform movement in the Australian art education 
community, to counter the "academic exercises" that had pervaded Australian art education 
through the influence of the South Kensington model. The evidence of this critique should be 
considered in the light of Dabron’s own claims about the aims of the documentary. Writing in 
1961 for the UNESCO Information Circular on the production of the film, Dabron recalled the 
older methods of art teaching which were being superseded by the approach represented in 
the documentary. He comments specifically on the effect of outmoded attitudes in which 
"those who could not draw a visually correct object were soon convinced that they were no 
good at art and the subject did not flourish, shall we say" (Dabron, 1961, p. 1). He went on: 

Well it is better nowadays, we hope, but there is still a hangover from the old 
method in some places and a rather too great reaction to it in others. This 
over indulgent reaction is summed up as- ‘let them express themselves by 
drawing anything they like, how they like’. Art seems to be singled out as that 
truly personal ability that ‘we must not interfere with’ (Dabron, 1961, p. 1). 

This evidence suggests that Dabron was concerned to represent the effects of a conflict 
between older methodological preoccupations with accuracy and correctness, and the 
degree of autonomy art teachers should foster among their students. This could be taken as 
evidence that Dabron was just as apprehensive about the problems associated with older 
approaches to art education, as were the film’s critics. Yet Dabron’s remarks also indicate 
that his promotion of ‘free expression’ was based on a different perspective on creativity, 
than that proffered by the ‘anti-methodists’. He argues that the art teacher depicted in the 
film demonstrates an approach in which a "definite goal" is in view in terms of students 
accomplishments. 

[the teacher] explains his aim to the children, who within the restrictions 
imposed are free to discover countless ways of interpretation…The film 
shows too that expression, based on real life situations in familiar 
surroundings, is more significant (Dabron, 1961, p 3). 



According to Dabron, the significance of art lessons that utilise ‘real life’ as opposed to 
‘imagined scenes’ is due to such depictions having "more punch" than "’free choice’ pictures 
on the one hand or careful annotations in anatomy or precise observations of perspective on 
the other" (Dabron, 1961, p. 3). Here Dabron counterposes the film’s structured pursuit of 
‘creative freedom’ against a different approach to ‘free expressionism’, as well as the older 
model of drawing instruction. The weight given by Dabron to ‘creative freedom’ is no less 
than that of the ‘anti-methodists’, yet it is organised according to a different evaluation of the 
art teacher’s responsibility for the aims and goals of the school curriculum. 

Reforming New South Wales art education 

The controversy surrounding ‘Approach to Art Teaching’ was generated in the midst of the 
‘Wyndham scheme’, a series of reforms in the New South Wales secondary education 
system that have been described by Barcan (1972) as ‘democracy in education’ (1972, p. 
199). As Inspector-of-Schools in the Art Branch of the NSW Department of Education, 
Dabron was regularly involved in the syllabus reforms associated with the Wyndham 
scheme in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Arguments raised by Dabron in reference to the 
importance of creativity, both in his account of the documentary, and in his contribution to 
Smith’s anthology on Australian art education (Smith, 1958), suggest that ‘methodism’ was 
in fact prompted by an acceptance of ideological demands for education to function as a 
device for the inculcation of democratic ideals. For instance, Dabron wrote in 1958 of the 
ways in which visual art education could furnish children with a greater value for social 
freedom: 

A classroom which adjusts the child to accept the creations of his fellows – 
creations with fine or startling degrees of difference – as all part of a normal 
experience, is establishing ability in comparative criticism and tolerance. We 
live when world understanding is clearly important, even essential, and 
creative art is one of the ways of bringing about international goodwill and 
sympathy (Dabron, 1958, p. 25). 

The reference to ‘international goodwill’ resonates with the ideals promoted by UNESCO 
through the structural work of committees like that chaired by Dabron for the cultivation of 
the Visual Arts. This account of ‘creative art’ supports a contention that the ‘methodists’ and 
their critics utilised different conceptualisations of how to cultivate and engender ‘creative 
freedom’. Further evidence for this is provided in Dabron’s 1961 account of the film, in which 
he again emphasises a sense of individual liberty based on universal respect. He describes 
the artwork produced by students in Mrs Lawson’s class: 

Their drawings are free but gradually organised into a composition or design. 
Thus we proceed to a tolerant study of the world, its people and its art and we 
develop an enjoyment of created order (Dabron, 1961, p. 3). 

Dabron’s references to ‘tolerance’ in each of these passages are taken as evidence that the 
conceptualisation of creativity adopted by him stressed a ‘creative freedom’ that is distinctly 
egalitarian in its origins. This evidence also places a different light on the ‘methodism’ 
controversy, and leads to questions about the philosophical basis for either of the positions 
advanced in the 1963 debate. 

Summary 

‘Approach to Art Teaching’ constitutes an important historical artefact that provides a 
valuable insight into changing attitudes to the art teacher’s functions and responsibilities. It 
raises questions about the scope and limitations that art educators as well as educational 



policy-makers placed upon the profession during the 1950s and 1960s in NSW. In particular, 
the issue of how concepts and representations of ‘creative freedom’ have been formulated 
and conditioned from various perspectives affords a historical interpretation of the diverse 
meanings that may be assigned to one of the most contentious issues in art education. 

The assumptions that underpin much of the controversy surrounding this documentary relate 
to the ways in which values are organised between art teachers and art students, and 
whether artistic accomplishments by students are generated essentially on the basis of their 
own performances or in combination with the guidance or participation of an art teacher. The 
logical ramifications of assuming the inviolability of an art student’s ‘creative freedom’ have 
resonated in a variety of art educational debates, and regularly threaten to marginalise art 
teachers as a mere instrument for the delivery of larger curriculum aims. Acknowledgement 
of the visible effects of the art teacher’s decisions relies on a willingness to reflect broadly on 
representations of the teacher’s function and presence at the scene of the art classroom. 
The arguments raised by ‘Approach to Art Teaching’ are useful in crystallizing the terms of a 
dynamic and ongoing problem central to art teaching and learning. 
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